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Introduction 
Sensory information processing is inherently multimodal. An organism normally perceives the environment 
using all its senses simultaneously. Crossmodal correspondence might take place at any stage of neural 
processing (Spence 2011; Deroy & Spence 2016), and studies have provided evidence that many non-
arbitrary correspondences exist between auditory and visual stimulus features (Martino & Marks 2001; 
Bresin 2005; Palmer et al. 2013; Whiteford et al. 2018). However, few studies take electroacoustic music 
compositions as substrate for stimuli, despite the great variations of timbre within and across such works. 
This paper outlines an ongoing study of audiovisual correspondences through time series analysis. We 
investigate Granger-causality and other measures of association from time series analysis of multivariable 
acoustic features (describing nine music excerpts via timbral and dynamic features) and multivariate visual 
features (size and colour), collected in a perceptual experiment (N = 21) with a continuous response 
interface. 

In previous work we charted colour-to-sound associations in film music (Lindborg & Friberg 2015) and in 
electroacoustic music (Lindborg, 2019a) with audio excerpts of around 15 seconds. Since the stimuli were 
fairly short they could be treated as independent data points in a random distributed variable. The present 
study extends these studies to longer music excerpts through time series analysis techniques. Listening to a 
recorded piece does not alter the audio file and in this sense the information flow is one-directional. Hence 
for our purposes the acoustic features may be treated as independent variables and colour responses as 
dependent variables in a time series regression analysis. A paper detailing experiments on continuous 
responses to music was published by Emery Schubert (1999) who then extended the analysis to time series 
(2001). Recent developments are in no small measure due to Roger Dean and collaborators (e.g. Dean & 
Bailes, 2010; 2011; Pearce ,2011; Bailes & Dean, 2012; Dean & Dunsmuir, 2016).  

Materials 
Audio excerpts of approximately three minutes duration were selected from nine electroacoustic pieces: 
well-known works by Chowning, Harvey, Risset, and Wishart, as well as recent pieces by Winderen, 
Martin, and the author. After normalisation by loudness (Nygren, 2009), they were presented in randomised 
order in an experiment (N = 21; eight females, median age 30, all right-handed, no reported colour vision 
deficiency or hearing impairment) following the same procedure as in (Lindborg, 2019a). While listening, 
participants manipulated two interfaces with the hands to control the size and colour of a visual object 
presented on a screen. Their task was to continuously match this object to the music.  

Responses were sampled at 10 Hz, and colour was represented in CIELab which closely matches human 
perception (Hoffman, 2003; Shaw & Fairchild, 2002). It has three orthogonal dimensions that correspond 
to lightness (L), green-to-red (a), and blue-to-yellow (b). See example in Figure 1, left panel. Specifying 
colours within a perceptual scheme has advantages over parametric schemes (such as RGB or HSL) in 
terms of replicability and relevance to visual perception. Colour spaces and the design of the experimental 
response interface are discussed in (Lindborg & Friberg, 2015). 

A large number of acoustic features were extracted computationally using the MIR Toolbox (Lartillot, 
2013). Note that most are highly inter-correlated, due to the way the algorithms are structured. A selection 
of around 20 was made based on previously reported results, and to these we joined psychoacoustic 
descriptors extracted with PsySound (Cabrera et al., 2008). Time series were cleaned by imputing missing 
values (0.03% of responses in total) and handling outliers (altering 0.3% of the most extreme values two-
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tailed, corresponding to trimming at ±3 SD in a normal distribution), and all series were down-sampled to 
a common rate of 4 Hz.  

Methods 
In empirical time series the elements almost always display some form of serial dependency. In our 
experimental setup, it is clear that if the music changes the visual response object is likely to be changed as 
well, but it will do so gradually, since the new position of the interfaces depend on their previous positions. 
Each new data point is to some degree correlated with the preceding ones: the time series is autocorrelated.	
In order to use parametric statistics to evaluate the degree of association between two time series, the values	
must be	independent	and	identically	distributed within each.  

We conducted analysis in R (R Core Team, 2020) following the approach outlined in (Dean & Dunsmuir, 
2016), with each music excerpt considered as a separate case study. For details on the statistical methods 
mentioned below see e.g. (Hyndman & Athanasopoulos, 2018) especially chapter 8, and (Box et al., 2015), 
especially chapters 4–5. See also (Jebb et al., 2015) for applications in psychology, and (Pfaff, 2008) for 
econometrics. 

Time series were reshaped to achieve 'weak stationarity' by differencing. This removes trends in the data. 
In nearly all cases, d = 1 was an adequate degree, as judged by the KPSS and Augmented Dickey-Fuller 
tests. We then performed initial modelling tests including Granger causality (Granger, 1969) as an 
exploratory tool to assess whether the relationship between two stationarized series contains a causal 
element, at some lag. See Figure 1, right panel, for an example. However, it does not inform us about the 
strength of the predictive causation nor yield a transfer function that allows us to model the relationship.  

In predictive regression modelling we need to be able to evaluate the cross-correlations between series, at 
a range of lags. Before significance levels of predictors can be correctly assessed the autocorrelation needs 
to be removed from at least one of the series being compared. This 'prewhitening' process involves 
modelling the autocorrelation structure so that the residuals display desired statistical properties, including 
serial independence, normal distribution, and heteroskedasticity. For each series, we estimated the 
autoregressive components with an ARIMA model. After obtaining reasonable maximum parameters (for 
p and q, since d was previously determined) from the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions, 
we searched from one degree higher (pmax+1, d+1, qmax+1) down to (0, 0, 0) and then selected an optimal 
solution, as indicated by BIC, among those where the residuals passed the portmanteau Ljung-Box test on 
a range of lags. However, a fully automatic process might lead to overfit i.e. models that do not generalise 
well. Ultimately, our primary interest is mechanistic, seeking to identify psychological mechanisms by 
which crossmodal association processes might be explained. Robust predictive modelling is an important 
step towards this goal.  

Therefore we are currently investigating the auto.arima() function (Hyndman et al., 2018) which 
implements a more powerful search method and an interface that is flexible when multiple exogenous 
predictors are included, i.e. ARIMAX. Since several acoustic features can potentially be influencing the 
colour response, a parsimonious set of predictors can be found by a systematic process of stepwise 
reduction, where predictor coefficient significance, error variance, and BIC are used as guides as to which 
predictors to include or exclude. For each case under study, the resulting model informs us of the predictive 
influence onto a dependent response variable from three sources: its own autoregressive function, a transfer 
function of the optimal set of acoustic predictor variables at different lags, and a white-noise error term. 
The transfer function is our focus of interest. The explanatory strength of the model is estimated from the 
cross-correlation series over a range of lags.  

In our data the response is a multivariate time series {Size, L, a, b}. We are currently investigating univariate 
series separately, i.e. Size and a Change variable derived from the four, both for individual participants and 
for a group average (see example in Fig. 1). As the CIELab variables display multicollinearity, a full 
analysis requires a multivariate approach. 
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Discussion 
The modelling approach outlined above assumes that the character of crossmodal associations at play are 
stable over time. It is an acceptable simplification given the experiment at hand, but the analysis of a natural 
situation calls for a dynamic approach. We have assumed that in the course of the visual association task, 
the listener "locks in" on something that s/he hears, and chooses a strategy, most likely intuitively, to match 
the colour response. As shown in (Lindborg & Friberg, 2015), emotion can be a strongly mediating factor. 
When presented with another stimulus, it might be that another acoustic feature takes on greater salience 
and a therefore a different matching strategy emerges. During the time the response is "locked in", a higher 
degree of influence of one or more acoustic features onto one or more of the response parameters will be 
observed.  

The continuous response method supports situations where expert subjects are closely tracking their 
perception of spectro-morphological features of music. Using colour is a way to side-step semantic 
cognitive processing and can potentially reflect lower-level crossmodal processing mechanisms. Such 
methods can provide advantageous experimental tasks with non-expert subjects, or for those unable to use 
words (such as small children or stroke patients), or in experimental situations where the cognitive load of 
having to translate perceptions into semantic labels might distract from the task or from the act of listening 
itself (Lindborg, 2019b; cf. Saitis et al., 2019). 

 
Figure 1: Plots for J.-C. Risset's Sud (three-minute excerpt from the beginning of the first part). Left: 
Size, L, a, b time series averaged across participants. Right: Change response Granger-caused by 
respectively Loudness, Sharpness, Roughness, and ZeroCross for a range of lags. Squares (red colour) 
below the dotted line indicate lags with a predictive-causal relationship significant at α = 0.05. 
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